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Critical Velocity of Fluidelastic Vibration
in a Nuclear Fuel Bundle

Sang Nyung Kim", Sung Yup Jung
Department of Nuclear Engineering, Kyunghee University

In the core of the nuclear power plant of PWR, several cases of fuel failure by unknown
causes have been experienced for various fuel types. From the common features of the failure
pattern, failure lead time, flow conditions, and flow induced vibration characteristics in nuclear
fuel bundles, it is deduced that the fretting wear failure of the fuel rod at the spacer grid position
is due to the fluidelastic vibration. In the past, fluidelastic vibration was simulated by quasi
-static semi-analytical model, so called the static model, which could not account for the
interaction between the rods within a bundle. To overcome this defect and to provide for more
flexibilities applicable to the fuel bundle, Tanaka's unsteady model was modified to accomodate
the geometrical differences and governing parameter changes during the operations such as the
number of rods, pitch to diameter ratio (PID), spring force, damping coefficient, etc. The critical
velocity was calculated by solving the governing equations with the MATLAB code. A compari
son between the estimated critical velocity and the test result shows a good agreement. Finally,
the level of decrease of the critical velocity due to the reduction in the spring force and reduced
damping coefficient due to the radiation exposure is also estimated.
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Nomenclature-------------
C : Coefficient of fluid force
Cm : Added mass coefficient (dimensionless)
Co : Damping coefficient (dimensionless)
C, : Stiffness coefficient (dimensionless)
D : Fuel rod diameter
Da : Damping coefficient
F : Fluid dynamic force
/ : Rod frequency in the fluid
x, : Fuel cladding stiffness
K, : Spring stiffness
m : Equivalent mass per unit length
P : Fuel rod pitch
VR : Reduced velocity (VI/D)

V : Gap velocity
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x : Fuel rod displacement
X : Derivation of X with respect to time
p : Fluid density
A : Eigenvalues

1. Introduction

Many types of industrial plants such as the heat
exchangers, boilers, and cores of nuclear power
plants contain the rod bundle as a component.
The bundle is usually subjected to high velocity
flow to enhance the heat-transfer. Also, in case of
the nuclear fuel bundle (F IB), it is desirable to
minimize structural support to reduce the core
volume, pressure drop, and improve on the neu
tron economy. So they are very vulnerable to
fretting wear due to the flow induced vibration
(FIV). In particular, the FIB is exposed to hos
tile conditions such as high temperature and
pressure, high speed flow, intense radiation bom
bardment, fuel cladding creep, spring force reduc-
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tio n, among others. In the last decade , there have

been many cases of the nuclear fuel failure by
fretting wear reported in many plant s for various

type of nuclear fuel with mixing devices; mixing
vane and intermediate flow mixer . The Fl V was

blamed for these failure s. Howe ver, the exact
mechanism involved was not clear. Although the

damage does not pose a serious safety problem in
the nuclear power plants , it can be guite costly

due to plant shutdowns and rad ioactive waste

production.
Typical FlY categories include fluidelastic

vibr ation, periodic shedding, turbulence induced

excitation, and acoustic resonance (Pettigrew et
al., 1991) . Even though all these mechanisms
could be present in the rod bundle during normal

operations, excessive vibration is primarily in
duced by one of these mechan isms depending on
the operating conditions. As mentioned before,

due to the host ile thermal hydr aulic conditions
and structural complexity of the F/ B, it is very
difficult to pinpoint the cause of a fuel failure. By

an exhausti ve review of the plant operating expe
riences, failure patterns, thermal hydr aul ic and
structural characteristics of the F/ B, the cause
finall y was boiled do wn to the fluidel astic vibra
tion (lung and Kim, 1998) .

The fluidelast ic vibration was stud ied by man y
scientist. B. W. Robert found the fluid dynamic

forces induced by jet switch (Blevins, 1977) and
pointed out the possibility of fluidelastic vibra
tion of tube bundles. H. J. Connors conducted a

model test with single-row cylinders supported by
elastic spars in cross flow. He found that the
cylinders started to vibrate abruptly at a certain
velocity. The vibration occurred when the energy

supplied in one cycle was greater tha n the energy
dissipated by structural damp ing.

H. Tanaka calculated the cr itical velocity of the
fluide lastic vibration based on the unsteady fluid
dynamic force in a tube bundle. In Tanaka's

model , the interactions between the rods in a
given bundle are particularly considered. Also the

interaction coefficients were experimentally deter
mined (T anaka and Takahar a, 1980) . Part icul ar
ly, his model predicted significant vibra tio ns in

the second layer, which ca n be well corre lated

with the nuclear fuel failure patterns ment ioned in
the next section.

Therefore in this study , Tan aka's model is
adopted and modified to calculate the crit ical

velocity by taking account of the unsteady fluid
dynam ic force, spring force deflection by rad ia

tion exposure , and fuel cladding creep .

2. Overview of Vibration Mechanisms

As mentioned before, four FlY mechanisms
can be relevant to the vibration of the rod bundle
components. The relative predominance of these

mechanisms for different flow situations is out
lined in Table 1(gettigrew et al ., 1991) . For
various flow conditions of the core, the relevant

mechanisms are darkened as shown in Table I.

3. Operating Experiences
(Failure Patterns)

Since the F/ B has a complex structure and is

Table 1 Summary of flow condition of Fl Y

• : most important, 0 : important, X : unlikely

Flow Fluidelastic Periodic Turbulence Acoustic
situat ion vibration shedding excitation resonance

Ax ial -flow

Internal

Liquid X X • 0
Ga s X X 0 •Two X X • X

phase now

Externa l

I Liq uid X X • X I
Gas X x 0 0
Two X x • X

ph ase flow

Cr oss-fl ow

I-cyl inders

Liqu id

Gas X • • X

Tw o X 0 0 X

phase flow x X • X

Tube

bund le

[ [iguiCl • X 0 X I
Ga s • X 0 •T wo • x • X

ph ase flow
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Fig. 1 The position of failed rods in the F/ B
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Fig. 2 The position of failed F/B in the core
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Fig. 3 The definition of the layer
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be drawn.
First, the fretting wear in a rod take s place at

the center of the space grid (spring) locati on . Also
the dam age needs a long lead time. It is quite
different from the characteristics of a turbulence
excited vibration which induces failure at the inlet
and the outermost region in the FIB, that is, at
the location subjected to strongest turbulence
excitation. Therefore it can be concluded that the
turbulence excitation is not the predominant
mechanism for the rod damage. Second, as shown

operated in severely hostile conditions of high
temperature, pressure, and high radiation expo
sure , many things can cause the fuel rod to
vibrate. Ho wever, the cause of failure is deemed
to be the FIV in the case for the reasons
mentioned previously.

In general, it was known that the vibr ation of
the F/B was mainly induced by the axial flow.
However, the failed FIBs have a mixing vane
whose purpose is to enhance the heat transfer by
the cross-flow mixing. The enhanced cross flow
can cause the vibration and result in the fuel rod
failure.

Figures I and 2 show the typical failure pat
terns of the fuel rod by the FIV. As shown in
Figue I, the fuel rods are arranged in a square
lattice . Figures I and 2 show a pseudo fuel assem
bly and a core consisting of failed fuel rods or
assemblies from various assemblies or cores by
putting in an assembly or a core . Figure 2 also
shows the core loading patterns and the failed
assemblies in the core . From the failed fuel
inspection results, the follo wing conclusions can
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Fig. 4 The failure frequency in each layer
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in Fig. 4, the location of the damaged rods in the
F/ B is concentrated on the 2nd layer defined in
Fig . 3. This tendency can only be explained by a

unique characteristic of the fluidelastic vibration.
This characteristic that the amplitude of the tubes
in the 2nd layer is the largest among all layers was
verified by Tanaka's experiment (Tanaka and

Takahara, 1981). Third, the irregularity of the
damaged locations in the core is observed. It is
different from the periodic vortex shedding which

leads to symmetrical failure of the rods , because
the core has symmetric flow condition.

From these reasons, it is concluded that the
fluidelastic vibration may be the governing mech
anism for the fuel rod damage.

4. Vibration Modeling

The vibration equation was derived for the

center rod (0) by applying the force balance. The
unsteady fluid dynamic force applied to the rod
by the vibrations, consists of three types of forces;
the inertia force due to added fluid mass, damping

force due to fluid, and stiffness force due to the
rod displacement (Tanaka and Takahara , 1981) .

F= pf2 CmX+P~V CoX+ pi CkX (I)

For steady state vibration, Eq. (I) can be
reduced as follows:

F =+p VZ[- Cm«2JrfDYI VZ)

+iCo(2JrfDl V)+Ck] X

=+ pVZ[-4~Cml V1+i27rfl Vd C)X

I
= 2 PV"2C( Ve)X (2)

Fig. 5 Geometrical model of fuel rod

As can be shown from Eq. (2), the fluid
dynamic coefficient C ( Ve ) is a complex number
dependent upon the reduced velocity ( Ve ) .

The fluid dynamic forces are induced not only

by the vibr ation of the rod itself (0), but also by
the vibration of the adjacent fuel rods . However,

the effect of the diagonal rods ( I , II, III, IV) was
neglected because the distance between I and 0
is much larger than that between Land O. There
fore the fluid dynamic force acting on the center
rod per unit length can be qiven by

I 5

FX=Tp VZ~l(CXkXXk+CXkYYk) (3)

I 5

FY=TpVZ~l(CYkyXk+CYhYYk) (4 )

where k=I-5 denote the five rods (0, L, R, U,

0) shown in Fig. 5. CXiX's are the fluid dynamic
force coefficients, and the first, second and third
suffixes denote the direction of the force, the
position of the vibrating fuel rod, and the direc
tion of vibration, respectively (Tanaka and Taka
hara, 1980). Because of the symmetry of the fuel

rod arrangement and flow direction, the fluid
dynamic force Fyox is symmetric and it's deriva
tive is zero. Fyux, FyDx, Fxoy, FXDY, and Fxuy are

also symmetric, and their derivatives are all zero .
The following relations for the fluid dynamic
coefficients can be deduced

CYUX, CYOX, CXO Y, Cyox , CXUY, CXDy=O
CXRX=CXLX CYRY=C yLy
CXRY= - CXLY C yRX= - CYLX (5)

The fluid dynamic force Eqs. (3) and (4) can

be reduced by the relations mentioned above in
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5. Effects of Parameter Changes on
the Critical Velocity

Equation (15) gives a set of simultaneous equa

tions for {X}. If the solution is X=Xoe At
, Eq.

(15) can be expressed as follows

(16)[mA+ D K J(X)=o
I -),,1 X

Equations (11) to (13) are reduced to the
following simple form.

.. 1 2
mfjkXj+KfjkXk=TPV (CKjkCOS¢

47l'2
- 111 Cm.;k)Xk (14)

The phases and the coefficients in Eqs. (12) and
(14) can be obtained from the experimental
works(Tanaka and Takahara, 1981). Therefore
the equation for the whole of the F/B can be
written in the matrix form as follows:

The eigenvalues .:I. can be obtained by solving
Eq. (16). If .:I.R, which is the real part of .:I., is
positive, the vibration in the corresponding mode
is unstable and the amplitude increases with time.
If .:I.R is negative, the vibration mode is stable. So
the critical velocity is defined as the velocity at
which the value of .:I. R becomes zero.

The mechanical properties such as the damping
coefficient and spring stiffness can be affected by
the irradiation and the weight of the fuel rod
during transportation. The change of the spacer

the following manner:

As mentioned previously, the fluid dynamic
forces arise from the inertia of the added mass,
damping, and stiffness forces of the fluid. There
fore, Eq. (8) can be written as follows:

msJXj+DasJXj+(Kc+Ks(T»X
1 5 •• 1 5 •

=TPD2"£1 Cm.;kXjk+TpDV"£1 c.;x;
1 5

+TPV 2"£1c.ix; (9)

msJXj+DasJXj+KsJX
5 •• •

= ~ (mfjkXjk+ DfjkXjk+ KfjkXjk) (10)
k=1

r,=+pV 2
[ c.;x,+ CXLY(XL +XI?)

+ CXLY( YL- YI?)
+CxuXXU+CXDXXD] (6)

1
FY=TP~[CyoyYo+ CYLx(XL- XI?)

+ CYLY( YL+ YI?)
+ CyUYYu+ CYDYYD] (7)

Let the X-direction and Y-direction be expres
sed by suffixes of odd and even numbers, respec
tively.

However, Tanaka's model could not account
for the irradiation condition. To overcome this
defect, the stiffness force is divided into cladding
and grid spring stiffness forces. The change of the
grid spring stiffness force by irradiation is taken
into account in our calculation.

Then the equation of motion for the rod can be
written as follows.

-- 15N

---- 12N

\ ....... 9N
\ _.-._. 6N,,
, \,

,
, "-, , , <,

, --'. - -........-.- :.::.: -. ::-:-::....
"-:." .-- -

Average Burnup (MWD/KGU)

Reduction of spring stiffness at 5th spacer
grid

where suffixes f, s, and k denote fluid, fuel rod,
and five rods around the central rod (j =0),
respectively. The three fluid dynamic forces could
be expressed by multiplying the corresponding
coefficients and phase differences as follows.

.. 1 ..
mfjkXj=TPD2c.;x, (11)

. 1 .
o.;«,=TPDVCDjkXk

1 .'
=TPDVCDjkSm¢Xk (12)

1 1 .
KjjkXk= 2 p~Cl(jkXk=Tp~Cl(jkCOS¢Xk(13)

Fig. 6
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Fig. 7 Real part vs critical velocity under
unirradiated condition

Fig. 8 Real part vs critical velocity under
irradiated condition (33MWD/KGU)
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Fig. 9 Comparison of critical velocity between
measured, calculated, and predicted values

shows a good agreement with the experimental

data. To verify the validity of the modified model

for the irradiated rod, the calculated results are to

be compared with the critical velocity based on

the cross flow of KORI #2. In the case of the Kori

#2 F/B, the cross flow velocity and frequency are

27-3Icm/sec and 18-20Hz, respectively. When

this condition is applied to the proposed model,

the reduced damping coefficient should be larger

than 0.0037-0.0129, the precise value being

dependent on the velocity and frequency. The

calculated values fall within the typical range of

the reduced damping coefficient for the rod bun

dle which is 0.0001-0.05. Figure 10 illustrates

!
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grid stiffness by irradiation (including the initial

stiffness change during transportation) is shown

in Fig 6 which was calculated from the KAERI

report (1996). The change in the damping coeffi

cient by the operation environment was not yet

known specifically. So the effect of the damping

coefficient on the critical velocity was analyzed by

sensitivity calculation of damping coefficient.

6. Numerical Results and Discussion

For the sensitivity analysis of the damping

coefficient, the real parts of eigenvalues were

calculated by increasing the reduced velocity for

3 X 3 rod bundle which has a height of 300mm,

diameter of 30mm, and pitch to diameter ratio of

1.33 immersed in 20·C water. The calculations

were executed for both the unirradiated and

irradiated (33MWD/KGU) conditions (Figs. 7,

8). The results were fitted by a 4th order

polynomial. As mentioned above, the critical

velocity is determined when the value of A. R is

zero.

The results for unirradiated condition are

compared with the experimental data for 4 X 7

bundle, and Connor's model (cross flow, P/D= 1.

47, K=4.0, n=0.5) (Fig. 9). The comparison
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and irradiation. The critical velocity at which the

real part of the eigenvalue is zero is calculated by

the MA TLAB. The critical velocity decreases as

the spacer grid stiffness is reduced by the radia
tion exposure. In particular, the critical velocity

was greatly affected by the reduced damping
coefficient in the range of 0.1- 10.0.

For more accurate calculation, the level of
decrease of the damping coefficient by irradiation

should be specifically determined.
0.1

Reduced Damping Coefficient (m8/pD2j
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Fig. 10 Comparison of the predicted critical
velocities with and without radiation
exposure

the change in the critical velocity after irradiation.
The critical velocity is reduced by 3.3%after the

radiation exposure. In particular, the result
showed that the effect of radiation exposure are
more significant at the reduced damping 0.1-10.

O. The decrease in the critical velocity resulted
from the decrease in the grid stiffness under the
irradiation condition. However, the decrease in

the mass damping parameter due to the irradia
tion is not included in the present calculation.

7. Conclusions

After a comprehensive review of the general
characteristics of the flow induced vibrations, the

flow conditions for these vibrations, striking fea
tures of the failure by these vibrations, the failure
pattern, and flow conditions in the fuel assembly,

it was concluded that the recent fuel failures by
fretting wear are caused by the fluidelastic vibra
tion. The observed vibration had a characteristic
that the most signigicant vibration occurred in the

second layer of the rod bundle.
From the force balance for the rod in the flow

field, a set of simultaneous equations for the
fluidelastic vibration was derived that accounted

for the interactions between the neighboring rods.
The derived simultaneous equation was modified
to accommodate reduced spring force, the fuel

material property changes such as the damping
coefficient, rod stiffness, and the fuel rod cladding

creep by high temperature operating conditions
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